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ABSTRACT

Hypertrophy can be operationally defined as an increase in the axial cross-sectional area of a muscle fiber or whole muscle, and is due to increases in the size of pre-existing muscle fibers. Hypertrophy is a desired outcome in many sports. For some athletes, muscular bulk and, conceivably, the accompanying increase in strength/power, are desirable attributes for optimal performance. Moreover, bodybuilders and other physique athletes are judged in part on their muscular size, with placings predicated on the overall magnitude of lean mass. In some cases, even relatively small improvements in hypertrophy might be the difference between winning and losing in competition for these athletes. This position stand of leading experts in the field synthesizes the current body of research to provide guidelines for maximizing skeletal muscle hypertrophy in an athletic population. The recommendations represent a consensus of a consortium of experts in the field, based on the best available current evidence. Specific sections of the paper are devoted to elucidating the constructs of hypertrophy, reconciliation of acute vs long-term evidence, and the relationship between strength and hypertrophy to provide context to our recommendations.
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INTRODUCTION

In adulthood, muscle hypertrophy is a process driven mainly by loading during resistance training (RT), which is supported by dietary protein intake (1) and sufficient dietary energy (2). Hypertrophy can be operationally defined as an increase in the axial cross-sectional area of a muscle fiber or whole muscle, and is due to increases in the size of pre-existing muscle fibers and not to an increase in fiber number [hyperplasia – see (3) for a recent review]. Several processes contribute to hypertrophy, including shifts in muscle net protein balance favoring new net protein accretion (4), and satellite cell content and activation (5).

Hypertrophy is a desired outcome in many sports. For some athletes, muscular bulk and, conceivably, the accompanying increase in strength/power, are desirable attributes for optimal performance. Moreover, bodybuilders and other physique athletes are judged in part on their muscular size, with placings predicated on the overall magnitude of lean mass.
In some cases, even relatively small improvements in hypertrophy might be the difference between winning and losing in competition for these athletes.

This position stand of leading experts in the field synthesizes the current body of research to provide guidelines for maximizing skeletal muscle hypertrophy in an athletic population. The recommendations represent a consensus of a consortium of experts in the field, based on the best available current evidence. Specific sections of the paper are devoted to elucidating the constructs of hypertrophy, reconciliation of acute vs long-term evidence, and the relationship between strength and hypertrophy to provide context to our recommendations.

**CONSTRUCTS OF HYPERTROPHY**

Tremendous progress in understanding the physiological process of muscle hypertrophy in response to RT has been made over the past century of scientific research. Mechanical and potentially metabolic stress experienced by skeletal muscle cells during RT results in an eventual upregulation in muscle protein synthesis (MPS), which ultimately leads to protein accretion and measurable changes in muscle size that can be detected using a variety of measurement techniques from a macroscopic to microscopic scale (6). Although skeletal muscle hypertrophy has been defined differently in the scientific literature, at its core, the term denotes an increase in muscle size or mass. For the purpose of this position stand, muscle hypertrophy refers to skeletal muscle tissue growth (i.e., positive changes in the size of muscle), and this can be conceptualized as a process that occurs over time. Although the composition and structure of human skeletal muscle has been well characterized, specific molecular changes and structural adaptations to various types of RT are still being unraveled in humans.

RT can involve a plethora of training methods depending on the aim of the program, equipment used, and individual constraints (among many other factors). Distinct forms of RT (e.g., bodyweight exercise versus barbell loading) can affect the morphological and molecular adaptations in skeletal muscle, and this can ultimately affect the magnitude of muscle hypertrophy. Later sections in this position stand will cover RT program variables for maximizing hypertrophy and their application to program design. This section provides a brief overview of the current state of the scientific evidence regarding the general nature or mode of muscle hypertrophy in response to RT in humans. Readers interested in more nuanced physiological discussion of hypertrophy are encouraged to consult recent comprehensive reviews of the scientific literature that provide an updated model of the process of muscle hypertrophy in more detail (3,6,7).

To appreciate how skeletal muscle hypertrophies in response to RT, a brief description of skeletal muscle structure and composition is warranted. Skeletal muscle is sheathed with connective tissue that is primarily composed of collagen protein (8). Skeletal muscle is ~75% fluid, which is compartmentalized into intracellular (i.e., beneath the muscle fiber membranes or sarcolemma) and extracellular (i.e., outside muscle fiber membranes) space. The intracellular fluid has been referred to as the sarcoplasm which can be thought of as an aqueous media that suspends intracellular components (e.g., organelles, myofibrils). The extracellular space primarily consists of fluid, connective tissue, and vasculature. Connective tissue can occupy as much as ~20% of skeletal muscle tissue and separates muscle into fascicular bundles of muscle fibers (8). Muscle cells (referred to as muscle fibers) are multinucleated and consist primarily of myofibrils, a mitochondrial reticulum, and a specialized organelle called the sarcoplasmic reticulum (7).

Myofibrils within a skeletal muscle fiber are the contractile units that contain sarcomeres and produce force following neural recruitment, the mitochondrial reticulum is involved in energy production, and the sarcoplasmic reticulum is the site of calcium storage and release to facilitate muscle contraction. Evidence indicates these are the three major components of muscle fibers (9). Estimates from research suggest that a majority of the intracellular environment of a muscle fiber (~85%) is occupied by myofibrils (10-12). Beyond the myofibrils and reticulums, muscle fibers contain many other organelles (e.g., ribosomes), metabolic enzymes, and ions that occupy less cellular space but support critical physiological functions. Additionally, muscle fibers contain stored substrates in the form of glycogen and triglycerides for energy. On average, glycogen constitutes ~2–3% and intramuscular triglycerides ~5% of skeletal muscle (13,14).

Evidence suggests that increases in muscle fiber size (e.g., fiber cross-sectional area) in response to weeks-months of RT primarily occur as a result of regular increases in myofibrillar MPS and myofibril accretion (3). Myofibrillar protein accretion is theorized to be associated with an increase in myofibril
size (due to an increased number of sarcomeres in series) or number (myofibrill splitting or myofibrillogenesis, including adding sarcomeres in parallel) in individual muscle fibers (6). This has been referred to as “conventional hypertrophy” and several lines of evidence provide support for this model in response to chronic RT (3,7). Jorgensen et al. (3) presented a compelling “Myofibrill Expansion Cycle” theory that involves hypertrophy of individual myofibrils to a critical size and then myofibrils splitting into “daughter” myofibrils. This can ultimately manifest as an increase in the size of individual muscle fibers, and eventually an increase in muscle size. In addition to this evidence, a comparatively limited number of studies suggests “sarcoplasmic hypertrophy” may also contribute to a small degree of the observed increases in muscle size in response to various types of RT (7). Sarcoplasmic hypertrophy can be defined as a disproportionate increase in the volume of sarcoplasm and its constituents relative to myofibril accretion. In other words, sarcoplasmic hypertrophy may occur through an increase in cellular components other than myofibrils (e.g., fluid, enzymes, organelles). At present, the evidence suggests that sarcoplasmic hypertrophy may play a limited role in the hypertrophic response to RT (myofibrillar protein accretion appears to account for the majority of fiber growth) and this response may be transient to facilitate myofibril accretion. Some research suggests that the phenomenon may be more specific to higher volume, higher repetition RT (7), although the limited evidence precludes the ability to draw strong conclusions on the topic.

Rather than viewing these phenomena in opposition to one another, it seems prudent to consider a physiological rationale for how such adaptations may support one another or occur to differing degrees depending on the training stimulus. In a recent review, Roberts et al. (7) presented a potential physiological rationale for how sarcoplasmic hypertrophy may occur as a distinct adaptation in response to certain types of RT or in support of myofibrillar hypertrophy. For example, sarcoplasmic hypertrophy may occur earlier in the process of hypertrophy to spatially and energetically prime the cell for myofibrill hypertrophy. However, a limited number of human studies exist that have investigated the specific nature of ultrastructural and compositional changes in response to different types of RT. Moreover, hypertrophic responses to a standardized training program can vary widely between individuals. This precludes a strong position on specific program design variables that could emphasize sarcoplasmic versus myofibrillar hypertrophy, or optimize the responses at the desired time. This is an exciting area of ongoing muscle physiology research and future studies can help to decipher the specific nature of muscle growth in response to a variety of training methods. With this in mind, the scientific literature clearly shows muscle hypertrophy occurs in response to certain methods of RT across a wide range of individuals.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HYPERTROPHY AND STRENGTH

The inclusion of hypertrophy-oriented RT in sport is often based on the premise that a larger muscle equates to a stronger muscle. This notion is predicated on the basic mechanical tenet that forces in parallel are additive. Since the sarcomere is the fundamental force-generating unit of a muscle, more sarcomeres in parallel should, and do, produce more force (15,16). However, it has been argued that this theory does not hold when applied to RT-induced changes in muscle size and changes in strength. In 2016, Buckner et al. (17) noted that evidence for the presumptive strength-hypertrophy relationship was lacking, and the authors proceeded to argue that hypertrophy and strength gains are independent phenomena (18,19). Their argument can be reduced to three points: First, hypertrophy is not necessary for strength gain—individuals can gain strength without gaining muscle; second, hypertrophy is not sufficient for strength gain—individuals can gain muscle without gaining strength; finally, hypertrophy does not contribute to strength gain—that is, hypertrophy is neither necessary nor sufficient for strength gain, nor does it contribute to it in any way. These arguments, particularly the latter, have not gone uncontested—they catalyzed a series of new discussions, experiments, and analyses (18,20-31).

The contention by Loenneke et al. (18) that hypertrophy is neither necessary nor sufficient for strength gain is generally agreed upon (e.g., (20,21)). However, the argument that hypertrophy is not a contributory cause remains hotly debated (18,20). The argument for hypertrophy contributing to strength gain is primarily theoretical and secondarily associational. In theory, adding sarcomeres in parallel via the accrual of myofibrillar proteins should result in greater force output (20), but reality is less simple. First, the multiscale and multi-compositional nature of muscle complicates matters (32,33). In addition to myofibrill protein changes, noncontractile proteins and factors affecting both the physiology and intrinsic mechan-
ics of the muscle accompany myofibrillar hypertrophy (18,19,34-36), meaning changes in strength may not scale linearly with changes in muscle size (32). Second, the theory is further complicated when considering the outcomes measured. On the strength side, coordination requirements of isometric and multi-joint dynamic efforts differ appreciably. As a result, isometric and dynamic strength gains are often discrepant, with dynamic strength increases often vastly outpacing isometric strength increases in trainees that “practice” the dynamic movement [see Fig 3 in (37) and “Training Studies” in (20)]. Thus, it has been argued that isometric strength outcomes should follow the theory more closely than dynamic strength outcomes (20,21). On the hypertrophy side, the measurement used to determine “muscle size” will affect the outcome since different measurements assess different constructs (6,15). As has been argued previously, myofibrillar protein content should be most closely associated with strength outcomes (15,20), but typically, measurements are grosser (21). Thus, although the theory of adding sarcomeres in parallel is straightforward, several experimental and measurement factors would tend to cloud any relationship should one exist.

The second argument for a relationship is associational. Both within and across individuals, mostly weak, positive relationships are observed between hypertrophy and strength gain (21,27), suggesting at least some statistical dependence. Importantly, the changes in size and strength observed to calculate these correlations are relatively small, meaning measurement and biological variability may affect or even dominate the variance-covariance structure (18,20). Despite measurement error tending to attenuate effects unless there is structure (bias or covariance) in the error (20,21,38,39), Loenneke et al. (18) insist these relationships represent the correlation between the noise and biological variability of each measurement. Of course, these are still associations and not experimental evidence of a contributory cause (18,40).

To remedy the inferential shortcomings of correlations, Nuzzo et al. (29) suggested modeling the strength-hypertrophy relationship using hypertrophy as a mediator to properly account for confounders and draw causal conclusions. In a between-subject mediation analysis of a 6-week training study consisting of 151 participants, Jessee et al. (30) did just that and observed negligible indirect effect estimates—statistical evidence against hypertrophy being a mediator of strength gain. These modeling approaches and their implementations are not without limitations, however. First, it has previously been stressed that the within-subject strength-hypertrophy relationship is of greater interest than the between-subject relationship; if one wishes to model the between-subject relationship, they should adequately account for between-subject heterogeneity. Ideally, such a study would use a within-subject model consistent with the proposed data-generating process (21), but Jessee et al. (30) did not. Second, these models assume no residual confounding; however, typical training studies do not collect enough mechanistic data to obtain an unbiased estimate of the mediation effect, since physiological variables other than growth are affected by exercise interventions (21). Finally, nearly all of the strength-hypertrophy studies to date have been of relatively short duration and have collected suboptimal measures of strength and hypertrophy (20).

As experimentalists, Loenneke et al. (18,40) argue that the associational evidence is just that, correlations, and we need experimental evidence to establish that hypertrophy is a contributory cause. This is reasonable in theory but arguably problematic in reality. Experiments can show causal evidence for the effect of an independent variable on the dependent variable. However, it is inconceivable that hypertrophy can be an independent variable—hypertrophy is a dependent variable since the intervention is the independent variable. Unless the experimenter can (randomly) assign hypertrophy independent of other adaptations, proper experimental evidence may be futile.

Despite proper experimental evidence being unobtainable, clever experimental designs may approach the question from a more applied perspective. Buckner et al. (41) randomized participants’ limbs to hypertrophy (8 week) + strength (4 week) or rest (8 week) + strength (4 week) to assess whether biceps brachii hypertrophy would augment subsequent elbow flexion strength increases—the effects were negligible. However, the growth observed was also small and similar to biceps brachii thickness standard error of measurement (~1 mm, see (42)). If the growth was hardly measurable, should it be enough to augment strength? More studies along these same lines may be fruitful, but with longer durations and more, higher quality measures.

If the reader is interested in tight, controlled, experimental evidence regarding the strength-hypertrophy relationship, then the conservative conclusion is that the jury is still out. Such an experiment may be impossible, and the best evidence we have at pres-
ent is hindered by methodological shortcomings. In the authors’ eyes, it strains credulity that force-producing elements can be added in parallel but do not have any additive effect; such a claim would imply that the myofibrils’ specific strength decreases with training, but this is not observed in practice (43,44). Rather, it is our opinion that a combination of confounding factors (e.g., swelling, neural adaptations, coordination, etc.), measurement nuances (e.g., whole muscle vs. myofibril hypertrophy), and methodological shortcomings (e.g., short durations) yield much of the literature in this area to be relatively uninformative for answering the ultimate question, “Does an increase in an individual’s muscle size contribute to an increase in that individual’s strength?”

**RECONCILING ACUTE VS LONGITUDINAL DATA**

Several methods have been developed to study the fundamental processes – MPS and muscle protein breakdown (MPB) – that contribute to protein accretion within muscle (4). Of these two processes, the locus of control in young, healthy persons is MPS, which fluctuates 3- to 5-fold more than MPB (45,46). Not surprisingly, MPS is responsive to amino acid and protein ingestion and loading, and there is a synergistic stimulation of MPS with the combination of these two stimuli (4,45). Notably, it is only when hyperaminoacidemia, due to protein or amino acid ingestion/infusion, occurs that rates of MPS exceed those of MPB and muscle protein net balance becomes positive (46); however, this is a transient response (47,48). When hyperaminoacidemia occurs in the post-RT period, then MPS is stimulated to an even greater degree and for a longer duration (48), and net protein balance becomes even more positive (49). The persistent and greater stimulation of MPS over MPB with regular RT results in small but significant increases in muscle protein net balance (50), which then eventually results in muscle hypertrophy (51).

Our understanding of the meal- and exercise-induced acute (hours) changes in MPS and MPB, which admittedly are much more methodologically challenging to undertake, have been elucidated via experiments utilizing the infusion/ingestion of stable isotopes – for an extensive review see (52). Using the stable isotope infusion methodology has expanded our understanding of how resistance exercise (53,54), loads lifted during resistance exercise (55), the role of protein quality (56,57), essential amino acids (58), leucine (59-61), and carbohydrates influence MPS (62-64). From this work, we know that RT results in sensitization of muscle to hyperaminoacidemia, that only essential amino acids are required to support a full and robust MPS response, that leucine is the key amino acid that triggers the rise in MPS and that adding carbohydrates (with the resultant hyperinsulinemia) does not contribute to stimulating MPS when protein is sufficient. We also have a good idea of the dose-response relationship between ingested protein dose and the stimulation of MPS after resistance exercise (65,66). If mixed meal-induced rises in MPS are translatable from isolated proteins, and we apply a margin of error in making this estimation, then it appears that per-meal doses of protein that maximally stimulate MPS are 0.35-0.5 g protein/kg bodyweight/meal (4). These estimates are based on the ingestion of higher quality, mostly animal-derived proteins, that have been tested to date.

A key question is whether short-term (hours) infusion-determined measures of MPS, and when available MPB and net muscle protein balance, are relevant in the longer-term and ultimately aligned with phenotypic adaptation? Broadly, there are examples of short-term protein turnover estimates aligning with longer-term training studies. For example, ingestion of bovine skimmed milk was shown to be more anabolic than a protein-matched isonitrogenous soy drink (67), which aligned with outcomes from a subsequent trial (68). Similarly, short-term responses of MPS to lifting with lower and higher loads (55) aligned with unilateral (69) and independent group comparative outcomes (70); namely, that when lower loads were lifted to the point of failure, they are as effective at stimulating hypertrophy as heavier loads. Nonetheless, there are other scenarios where acute responses have not aligned with longer-term outcomes. For instance, the acute (1-6h) post-exercise MPS response was not related to the extent of muscle hypertrophy (71); however, this may not be surprising given that the post-exercise MPS response was only a fasted-state response (71) and, as outlined above, it is in the fed-state when protein accretion occurs.

The use of ingested deuterated water to measure a ‘medium-term’ (days-to-weeks) MPS response (see (72) for review of the methodology) showed good alignment with longer-term hypertrophic responses; however, the early (first week) MPS responses were not correlated with hypertrophy, but responses at both the 3rd and 10th week of training were (73). It was speculated that the lack of alignment of earlier MPS responses with hypertrophy was that muscle damage was being repaired early in the RT...
program, whereas it was a more ‘refined’ response at 3 and 10 weeks of training when MPS was contributing to protein accretion (73). Similarly, when RT programs were tested head-to-head in the same individual, integrated MPS responses were also related to muscle cross-sectional area changes (74).

Muscle hypertrophy is a complex process that integrates neural, muscular, and skeletal systems. Hence, one would expect a polygenic regulation of such a process. The fact that RT-induced muscle hypertrophy varies substantially between individuals highlights a strong intrinsic (i.e., resident within the muscle itself) component to hypertrophy (74,75). Clearly, part of the innate responses to RT comes from changes in MPS; however, changes in ribosomal content and satellite cell number and activation also contribute to hypertrophy (76). Thus, it is unsurprising that changes in MPS, measured acutely or in the medium-term, do not capture all aspects of hypertrophy. Hypertrophy requires an orchestrated coordination between multiple bodily systems, and optimal functioning of more than one system is required for an optimal response. However, the existence of so-called responders and non-responders to RT is a hallmark of just about every RT study that recruits participants who are naive to the stimulus of loading their muscles (77). It is also becoming clearer that transcriptomic programs underpin the capacity for hypertrophy (75). Common single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) observed to be associated with muscle mass were shown not to be associated with RT-induced hypertrophy (77); nonetheless, a previously unidentified SNP in the intron variant of the GLI Family Zinc Finger 3 (GLI3) gene did demonstrate an association with increases in muscle fiber cross-sectional area and satellite cell number with RT (77).

In summary, acute research into intracellular signaling and MPS provide important observations into the hypertrophic response to RT. Although we cannot necessarily infer chronic hypertrophic adaptations from acute responses, these studies can provide insights into mechanisms by which adaptations might occur. Moreover, triangulation of acute evidence with longitudinal data can strengthen our confidence in the support or refutation of a given theory about the applied aspects of hypertrophy training, and thus will be taken into account when making our recommendations.

MANIPULATION OF PROGRAM VARIABLES

It is believed that the manipulation of RT variables plays an important role in optimizing muscular gains. The following section provides evidence-informed guidelines based on our current understanding of the topic.

Load

Overview

Loading refers to the magnitude of resistance employed during training. Loading can be expressed as a percentage of some measure of maximum strength (e.g., 1 repetition maximum [RM], or maximum voluntary contraction [MVC]) or a specific target repetition goal (e.g., 10RM). Researchers have long proposed the presence of a “hypertrophy zone,” whereby maximal increases in muscle growth are achieved when training in a range of ~6 to 12RM (78,79). Evidence indicates competitive bodybuilders most often employ this range in their quest to maximize muscle development (80). However, emerging research challenges the concept of a specific hypertrophy loading zone.

Evidence from the Literature

Evidence from acute studies is conflicting about whether there is a hypertrophic superiority to a given repetition range. Some studies indicate a greater MPS response with heavier versus lighter loading schemes (81,82), while others do not (55). Discrepancies in findings conceivably may be explained by differing levels of effort between protocols. Specifically, studies reporting an anabolic advantage to heavier loads also matched the total work performed between conditions so that the low-load training stopped well short of failure (81,82). In contrast, research in which there was a matched level of effort found similar MPS responses (55). Although the totality of this research is somewhat limited in this regard, findings suggest that MPS is relatively unaffected by the magnitude of load provided training involves a high intensity of effort.

Longitudinal research provides compelling evidence that similar hypertrophy occurs across a broad spectrum of loading ranges. A 2017 meta-analysis by Schoenfeld et al. (83) did not find a significant difference in measures of hypertrophy between studies comparing high- versus low-load training programs (>60% 1RM and <60% 1RM, respec-
tively). This meta-analysis only included studies in which the training sets were taken to muscle failure. The pooled effect size (ES) and the corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI) in this meta-analysis were in the zones of trivial differences between the loading schemes (ES: 0.03; 95% CI: −0.16, 0.22). Sub-analysis showed the results held true irrespective of whether training was performed in upper vs. lower body exercises. In accord with these findings, a subsequent meta-analysis on the topic concluded that hypertrophy was load-independent when comparing the effects of low- (>15 RM), moderate- (9-15 RM), and high-load (≤8 RM) training protocols (84). Some researchers have speculated that light-load training has an inherent hypertrophic advantage when performing the same number of sets, given that the greater number of repetitions during light load training results in a higher volume load (sets × repetitions × load). However, when pooling the data from studies comparing different repetition ranges but equating volume load via the performance of additional sets for the moderate-load condition, evidence shows similar hypertrophy between moderate- and low-load conditions (personal correspondence). Further, the network meta-analysis of Lopez and colleagues (84) revealed negligible heterogeneity, suggesting differences in outcomes may be primarily due to sampling variances across studies.

Gaps in the Literature

The effects of hypertrophy across loading zones have primarily been studied in binary terms, comparing distinct loading zones (i.e., heavy- vs. moderate- vs. light-load). While this provides important insights from a proof-of-principle standpoint, it fails to account for the possibility that different combinations of loading zones can be employed in program design. Studies have reported that the magnitude of load may promote divergent intracellular signaling responses, with selective activation of different kinase pathways observed between moderate- and low-load conditions (85,86), although evidence is somewhat contradictory on the topic (87). Conceivably, the amalgamation of such responses could have a synergistic effect on anabolism. Indeed, some longitudinal evidence indicates that training across a spectrum of repetition ranges, either on an intra-week or intra-session basis, may amplify muscular development compared to training in a moderate loading zone (88,89). Moreover, there is a possible benefit of initiating a hypertrophy-orientated training cycle with a short block of very heavy strength-oriented training to potentiate greater use of heavier loads prior to a block of moderate to light-load range training (90). These findings should be considered preliminary, however, and in need of further research to draw stronger inferences. The potential implications will be further discussed in the section on periodization.

Some researchers have posited that there may be a fiber type-specific hypertrophic response to the magnitude of load, with high-loads targeting type II fibers and low loads targeting type I fibers (91). In support of this theory, several studies have reported that low-load blood flow restriction (BFR) training induces preferential hypertrophy of type I fibers (92-94). However, although low-load training is generally considered a milder form of BFR exercise (95), BFR may induce hypertrophy via different mechanisms than traditional low-load RT. When comparing traditional low-load vs. high-load RT, current evidence is mixed on the topic; some studies report a fiber type-specific response between conditions (96-98) while others show no differences (69,70,99). Similar to the acute MPS data, inconsistencies between findings may be attributed to differences in the intensity of effort; studies reporting no between-group differences in fiber type adaptations involved training to failure while the sets in studies that showed preferential fiber type hypertrophy terminated sets before failure.

Finally, there appears to be a lower threshold for loading, below which the stimulus for hypertrophy becomes less effective. A recent study indicated that 20% 1RM elicited suboptimal hypertrophic gains in the quadriceps and biceps brachii compared with loads ≥40% 1RM when performing the leg press and arm curl, respectively (100). It should be noted that there is substantial inter-individual variability in the number of repetitions achieved at a submaximal RM that can be attributed to a combination of factors including genetics, modality (free-weights vs. machines), area of the body trained (e.g., upper vs. lower), exercise type (single vs. multi-joint exercises), and perhaps others (79), which should be considered when interpreting the evidence.

Consensus Recommendations

Athletes can achieve comparable muscle hypertrophy across a wide spectrum of loading zones. There may be a practical benefit to prioritizing the use of moderate loads in hypertrophy-oriented training, given that it is more time-efficient than lighter loads and less taxing on the joints and neuromuscular system than very heavy loads. Furthermore, it should be considered that training with low-loads tends to
produce more discomfort, displeasure, and a higher rating of perceived effort than training with moderate-to-high loads (101). While training with moderate loads seems to produce the greatest practical advantages, preliminary evidence suggests a potential hypertrophic benefit to employing a combination of loading ranges. This can be accomplished through a variety of approaches, including varying repetition ranges within a session from set to set, or by implementing periodization strategies with specific ‘blocks’ devoted to training across different loading schemes (see the periodization section for further discussion on the topic).

Volume

Overview

Broadly speaking, RT volume refers to the amount of work performed in a RT session. RT volume can be expressed in several ways including: (a) the number of sets performed for a given exercise (102); (b) the total number of repetitions performed per exercise (i.e., the product of sets and repetitions) (103); and (c) volume load (the product of sets, repetitions, and load either absolute [e.g., kg] or relative [e.g., %1RM]) (104). Although all these methods are considered viable ways to express volume, the number of sets performed is most commonly used in the literature that focused on muscle hypertrophy. Evidence indicates this metric serves as a viable standard to quantify training volume for repetition ranges from 6 to 20 per set (105), and thus will be used herein to form recommendations on the topic.

Evidence from the Literature

Acute studies show an anabolic advantage to employing higher RT volumes. These findings are supported by multiple lines of acute evidence that include volume-dependent increases in anabolic intracellular signaling (106-108), MPS (109), and satellite cell response (110).

A robust body of longitudinal evidence identifies RT volume as a major driver of muscle development. Research shows a dose-response relationship between volume and hypertrophy, at least up to a certain point. A meta-analysis of 15 studies that compared higher to lower volumes found graded relative increases in muscular gains (5.4%, 6.6%, and 9.8%) when the number of sets per muscle group per week was stratified into <5, 5–9, and 10+ sets per week, respectively (102). Subgroup analysis revealed that the dose-response relationship strengthened when direct hypertrophy measures (magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound, etc.) were isolated from less sensitive indirect measures (dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry, air displacement plethysmography, etc.). Nonetheless, there is large interindividual variability in the hypertrophic response to differing amounts of RT volume. Although higher volume protocols enhance muscular adaptations in most individuals, some appear largely unresponsive to greater doses (108).

Some evidence indicates that substantially higher volumes (>20 sets per muscle group per week) may show a greater dose-response relationship with muscle hypertrophy (111-114), although these findings are not universal (115,116). It is important to note that the protocols in studies showing a benefit to higher volumes comprised a relatively moderate number of total sets per week for all exercises combined. Thus, results can only be extrapolated to infer that the potential benefits of higher volumes are specific to a limited number of muscles in a given program.

Although objective evidence is limited, it is logical that the dose-response relationship between RT volume and muscle hypertrophy follows an inverted U-shaped curve, which is consistent with the concept of hormesis. In this hypothesis, higher volume RT will confer an increasingly additive hypertrophic effect up to a certain threshold, beyond which point results would plateau and ultimately could have a detrimental impact on muscular adaptations due to overtraining. A specific upper threshold for volume has not been determined and undoubtedly would vary between individuals based on a multitude of genetic and lifestyle factors. Hypothetically, the upper threshold could also vary between different muscle groups (117).

Gaps in the Literature

Recent research indicates that the hypertrophic dose-response relationship to volume in resistance-trained individuals may be dependent on the amount of volume previously performed (116,118). These findings suggest a potential benefit to individualizing weekly training volume so that increases in dose are applied incrementally over time. The limited evidence to date indicates that an increase of ~20% performed over a given training cycle (e.g., several weeks) may serve as a good starting point (118), although further research is needed to better guide prescription.
To date, research has focused on comparing different volumes for the duration of a given study period. However, the amount of volume performed does not have to remain consistent over time. It has been proposed there may be a benefit to periodizing volume so that the number of sets per muscle progressively increases over a defined training cycle (119). Conceivably, such a strategy would help to maximize the dose-response effects on hypertrophy while mitigating the potential for overtraining. This hypothesis warrants objective exploration.

**Consensus Recommendations**

A dose of approximately 10 sets per muscle per week would seem to be a general minimum prescription to optimize hypertrophy, although some individuals may demonstrate a substantial hypertrophic response on somewhat lower volumes. Evidence indicates potential hypertrophic benefits to higher volumes, which may be of particular relevance to underdeveloped muscle groups. Accordingly, individuals may consider specialization cycles where higher volumes are used to target underdeveloped muscles. In this strategy, more well-developed muscles would receive lower doses so that the overall number of weekly sets for all muscle groups remains relatively constant within the athlete’s target range. Although empirical evidence is lacking, there may be a benefit to periodizing volume to increase systematically over a training cycle. Conceivably, programming would culminate in a brief overreaching phase at the highest tolerable volume for a given individual, and then be followed by an active recovery period to allow for supercompensation (93). It may be prudent to limit incremental increases in the number of sets for a given muscle group to 20% of an athlete’s previous volume during a given training cycle (~4 weeks) and then readjust accordingly.

**Frequency**

**Overview**

Frequency refers to the number of RT sessions performed over a given period of time. The quantification of frequency is generally considered on a weekly basis, although any time period can be used for prescription. From a hypertrophy standpoint, frequency is most commonly expressed as the number of times a muscle group is trained on a weekly basis.

**Evidence from the Literature**

Research shows that MPS remains elevated for ~48 hours after RT and then returns to baseline levels (53). The post-workout duration of MPS is truncated in resistance-trained individuals, who display a more elevated peak response that persists over a somewhat shorter timeframe (120). This divergent MPS response between trained vs. untrained individuals has led some researchers to speculate that more frequent stimulation of a muscle via multiple weekly sessions would maximize the area under the MPS curve and thus promote a superior hypertrophic response (121).

However, despite a seemingly sound logical rationale, longitudinal research generally does not support a hypertrophic benefit to higher frequency training, at least under volume-equated conditions in lower- to moderate-volume programs. Acute data show no differences in MPS rates between volume-matched low frequency (10 sets of 10 repetitions performed once per week) and high frequency (2 sets of 10 repetitions performed five times per week) routines as assessed by deuterium oxide (122). It should be noted that MPS in the training conditions did not differ from the non-exercise control, thus calling into question whether deuterium oxide was sufficiently sensitive to determine anabolic changes in between-group protocols.

Meta-analytic data of studies that directly compared higher versus lower RT frequencies found similar increases in muscle size in volume-equated programs irrespective of whether muscle groups were trained 1, 2, 3, or 4+ days per week (123). Alternatively, subanalysis of studies whereby volume was not equated showed a small but statistically significant benefit for higher training frequencies up to 3 days per week. However, these effects were likely driven more by training volume and not frequency per se, as the groups that trained with higher frequency also trained with a higher volume. Thus, although frequency does not seem to influence hypertrophy as a standalone variable, alterations in the number of weekly RT sessions may help to manage volume for an optimal anabolic effect.

**Gaps in the Literature**

The interplay between training frequency and volume is an important aspect to consider. An examination of the current research seems to indicate an upper threshold for volume in a given session, beyond which hypertrophy plateaus. This would be
consistent with the hypothesis that muscle has a limited capacity to synthesize proteins from an exercise dose; hence, at some point, a high number of sets per session exceeds the anabolic capacity of the muscle to synthesize proteins so that any additional volume results in "wasted sets" (121). However, no attempts have been made to quantify a specific threshold in this regard. Scrutiny of existing data suggests that it may be appropriate to limit volume to approximately 10 sets per muscle per session; when weekly volume exceeds this amount, splitting the volume across additional training sessions may help to maximize anabolic capacity. Therefore, the greatest benefit of manipulating training frequency may be in its effect on the distribution of weekly training volume. However, further research is needed to provide more objective evidence on the topic.

**Consensus Recommendations**

Significant hypertrophy can be achieved when training a muscle group as infrequently as once per week in lower- to moderate volume protocols (\(\leq 10\) sets per muscle per week); there does not seem to be a hypertrophic benefit to greater weekly per-muscle training frequencies provided set volume is equated. However, it may be advantageous to spread out volume over more frequent sessions when performing higher volume programs. A general recommendation would be to cap per-session volume at \(\leq 10\) sets per muscle and, when applicable, increase weekly frequency to distribute additional volume.

**Rest interval**

**Overview**

The rest interval refers to the period of time taken between sets of the same exercise, or between different exercises in a given session. Evidence shows that the duration of the inter-set rest period acutely affects the RT response, and these responses have been speculated to influence chronic hypertrophic adaptations (124). Henceforth, leading organizations commonly recommend relatively short inter-set rest intervals (30 to 90 seconds) for hypertrophy-oriented training (125).

**Evidence from the Literature**

Prevailing rest interval recommendations for hypertrophy are largely based on acute research showing significantly greater post-exercise anabolic hormone (testosterone, insulin-like growth factor and growth hormone) elevations when employing shorter versus longer rest periods (126). Researchers have speculated these transient systemic fluctuations play an important role in regulating exercise-induced muscle development (127,128), and may even be more critical to the process than chronic changes in resting hormonal concentrations (129). However, research casts doubt on the relevance of acute hormonal fluctuations to hypertrophic adaptations; it appears that any anabolic effects, if they do indeed occur, would be modest and likely overshadowed by other factors (130). Indeed, McKendry et al. (131) found that the early phase myofibrillar MPS rate and anabolic intra-cellular signaling response \((p70S6K\text{ and } rpS6)\) were blunted with 1- versus 5-minute rest intervals following multi-set lower body resistance exercise despite significantly higher post-exercise testosterone concentrations in the shorter rest condition.

Evidence from longitudinal studies generally fails to support an anabolic benefit for employing short rest intervals; in fact, there may be a possible hypertrophic advantage for the use of somewhat longer rest intervals in resistance-trained individuals (132). Detrimental effects of short rest intervals conceivably may be explained by a reduction in volume load from peripheral fatigue. In other words, less work can be performed on subsequent sets when exercising with limited inter-set recovery. In support of this theory, Longo et al. (133) demonstrated an impaired hypertrophic response with 1- versus 3-minute periods following 10 weeks of multi-set knee extension exercise. However, the differences neutralized when additional sets were performed in the short rest condition to equate volume-load. Recent sub-group moderation analysis of rest intervals on muscle mass outcomes in young adults revealed similar ES for intervals <90 seconds \((g = 0.60 [95\% CI 0.30 \text{ to } 0.91])\) or >90 seconds \((g = 0.59 [95\% CI 0.28 \text{ to } 0.74])\) (134).

**Gaps in the Literature**

It is conceivable that the effects of rest interval duration are influenced by the exercise type and modality. In particular, recovery is impaired to a greater extent during multi- versus single-joint exercise. Senna et al. (135) found a significantly greater drop-off in the number of repetitions performed in a 10RM bench press across 3 sets when employing 1- versus 3-minute rest intervals (mean difference of 3 repetitions). Alternatively, a relatively similar repetition reduction was observed in the chest fly in both 1- and 3-minute rest conditions (mean difference of less than 1 repetition). These findings suggest a potential benefit to using shorter rest periods in sin-
gle joint exercise, as this conceivably may help to enhance muscle buffering capacity (136) and thus have a positive effect on performance when training with moderate- to higher repetition ranges; at the very least, it will make workouts more time-efficient.

Another consideration to take into account is the ability for individuals to adapt to the use of shorter rest periods. Evidence shows that bodybuilders are able to train with a higher percentage of their 1RM across sets of a multi-set protocol compared to pow- erlifters when performing multi-set protocols with short rest (137). Considering that bodybuilders routinely employ shorter rest periods (80), these findings suggest that consistently training in this fashion may facilitate preservation of volume load and thus enhance workout efficiency. Controlled studies lend support for this hypothesis, showing that systematically reducing rest interval length over a 6- to 8-week training program produces similar hypertrophy to performing sets with a constant rest interval (138,139).

**Consensus Recommendations**

As a general rule, rest periods should last at least 2 minutes when performing multi-joint exercises. Shorter rest periods (60-90 secs) can be employed for single-joint and certain machine-based exercises. Optimal rest interval duration would also be influenced by the set end point, as longer rest intervals are likely needed when sets are performed to muscular failure.

**Exercise Selection**

**Overview**

Exercise selection refers to the inclusion of specific exercises in a RT program. Exercise selection involves several factors including the modality (free-weights, machines, cable pulleys, etc.), the number of working joints (single- versus multi-joint), the planes of movement, and the angles of pull.

It is well established that muscles have varied attachments, hence providing a diverse ability to carry out movement in three-dimensional space. Research indicates that many of the body’s muscles contain subdivisions of individual fibers that are innervated by separate motor neurons (140,141). Moreover, some muscles are composed of relatively short, in-series fibers that terminate intrafascicularly (142). A compelling body of evidence indicates that skel- etal muscle hypertrophies in a non-uniform manner (143-148), seemingly as a result of the interaction between architectural variances and factors related to biomechanics. This has led some researchers to speculate that hypertrophy-oriented training should incorporate a variety of exercises to promote growth of specific muscles (149,150).

**Evidence from the Literature**

Although direct experimental research is limited, evidence suggests that combining different exercises can enhance development of a given muscle. For example, Fonseca et al. (151) reported that a combination of various lower body exercises (Smith machine squat, leg press, lunge, and deadlift) performed for 12 weeks elicited more uniform hypertrophy of the quadriceps femoris compared to volume-equated performance of the Smith machine squat alone. Similarly, a 9-week study by Costa et al. (152) found that a group that performed varied exercise selection experienced more complete development at different sites along the muscles of the extremities compared to a group that performed non-varied exercise selection, although differences were relatively modest. These results suggest that there may be a potential benefit to varied exercise selection.

Combining multi- and single-joint exercise appears to confer a synergistic effect to foster complete development of the musculature. Brandao et al. (153) found that performance of the bench press (multi-joint exercise) led to the greatest increase in cross-sectional area of the lateral head of the triceps brachii whereas performance of the lying triceps extension (single-joint exercise) elicited the greatest increase in the long head over a 10-week training period; the combination of the single- and multi-joint exercises produced the greatest overall increase in cross-sectional area of the triceps brachii as a whole. Similar conclusions can be inferred indirectly from the literature for the thigh musculature. For example, multi-joint lower body exercises preferentially hypertrophies the vasti muscles of the quadriceps, with suboptimal growth of the rectus femoris (154). On the other hand, performance of the leg extension results in preferential hypertrophy of the rectus femoris (155). It seemingly follows that including both types of exercise in a routine would help to optimize quadriceps development. Similarly, back squat training results in minimal hypertrophy of the hamstrings (154,156,157); thus, targeted single-joint hamstrings exercise is needed to fully develop this muscle complex.
There appears to be a hypertrophic benefit to working muscles at longer muscle lengths (158). This suggests that exercise selection should focus on placing the target muscle in a stretched position. For example, greater hypertrophy has been demonstrated in the hamstrings when performing the seated-versus lying leg curl (159). Similar strategies should therefore be employed to maximize the length-tension relationship when determining exercise selection in program design.

Gaps in the Literature

The use of different exercise modalities may play a role in the hypertrophic response to RT. In particular, machines limit degrees of freedom and thus afford the ability to better target individual muscles; however, this outcome occurs at the expense of stimulating various synergists and stabilizers. Alternatively, free-weight exercises are performed in multiple planes and therefore more heavily involve the recruitment of synergists and stabilizer muscles, albeit with a corresponding reduction in stimulation of the agonist. Thus, the advantages of each modality would seem to be complementary and thus promote a synergistic effect on hypertrophy when combined. However, research on the topic is limited. Schwanbeck et al. (160) reported similar increases in biceps brachii and quadriceps femoris muscle thickness regardless of whether participants used machines or free-weights over an 8-week study period; the effects of combining modalities was not investigated. Aerehnouts et al. (161) showed no benefit to switching between machines and free-weights midway during a 10-week RT program compared to either modality alone; however, hypertrophy was estimated by circumference measurements, hence providing only a crude estimate of changes in muscle mass.

Although it appears beneficial to include a variety of exercises in a hypertrophy-oriented routine, research is limited as to how frequently exercises should be rotated across a given training cycle. Baz-Valle et al. (162) found that session-to-session rotation of exercises had a detrimental effect on hypertrophy. It should be noted that the variation was achieved via the use of a computer application that randomly chose exercises from a database; whether results would have differed with a more systematic approach remains undetermined. To this point, Rauch et al. (163) investigated a more systematic approach of autoregulated exercise selection where trained individuals selected one of 3 exercises per session for each muscle group based on personal preference. Results showed that the autoregulated group gained slightly more lean body mass than a group with a fixed exercise selection.

Logically, it makes sense to keep exercises involving complex movement patterns (e.g., squats, rows, presses, etc.) as regular components of a routine. This helps to ensure preservation of motor skills in these exercises over time. Alternatively, less complex exercises (e.g., single-joint and machine-based exercises) can be rotated more liberally to provide recurring novel stimuli to the musculature. In support of this notion, Chillibeck et al. (164) found delayed hypertrophy in the trunk and legs (observed only at post-study, not mid), but not in the biceps brachii (observed both at mid- and post-study) in a group performing leg press, bench press and arm curls. The authors concluded that the single-joint arm curl was easier to learn and therefore induced an earlier hypertrophic stimulus compared to the multi-joint exercises.

Consensus Recommendations

Hypertrophy-oriented RT programs should include a variety of exercises that work muscles in different planes and angles of pull to ensure complete stimulation of the musculature. Similarly, programming should employ a combination of multi- and single-joint exercises to maximize whole muscle development. Where applicable, focus on employing exercises that work muscles at long lengths.

Free-weight exercises with complex movement patterns (e.g., squats, rows, presses, etc.) should be performed regularly to reinforce motor skills. Alternatively, less complex exercises can be rotated more liberally for variety. Importantly, attention must be given to applied anatomical and biomechanical considerations so that exercise selection is not simply a collection of diverse exercises, but rather a cohesive, integrated strategy designed to target the entire musculature.

Set End Point

Overview

Set end point can be operationally defined as the proximity to momentary failure, or more specifically, “when trainees reach the point despite attempting to do so they cannot complete the concentric portion of their current repetition without deviation from the prescribed form of the exercise” (165). This is in contrast to a repetition maximum (RM) i.e., “set endpoint when trainees complete the final repetition
possible whereby if the next repetition was attempted they definitely achieve momentary failure" (165). Accordingly, if a repetition is completed then another must be attempted to reach momentary failure.

The repetitions in reserve (RIR) method was developed to help determine the proximity to failure (166). In this method, a RIR of “0” corresponds to a prediction that momentary failure would occur on the next repetition if attempted, a RIR of “1” corresponds to stopping two repetitions short of failure, a RIR of “2” corresponds to stopping three repetitions short of failure, etc. Thus, stopping at a 0RIR corresponds to what has been also termed a ‘self-determined RM’ (165). The RIR scale has been validated as a measure to quantify set end point (167), and may be used to manage effort expended in RT program design. However, recent evidence indicates that people tend to underpredict their proximity to failure using this approach; accuracy may be greater when predictions are made closer to failure, or when using heavier loads, or in later sets (168).

Hypertrophic adaptations to RT are predicated on challenging the body beyond its present capacity. In an effort to maximize this response, bodybuilders typically employ failure training in their RT programs (80). However, the need to train to momentary failure in hypertrophy-oriented routines remains controversial in the scientific literature. Some researchers have proposed that failure training enhances muscular gains (169,170), whereas others dispute this claim (171).

Evidence from the Literature

The literature remains somewhat unclear as to whether training to muscular failure is obligatory to maximize increases in muscle mass. A meta-analysis by Grgic et al. (172) showed no hypertrophic benefit to failure training when pooling all studies meeting inclusion criteria. However, sub-analysis of training status indicated a trivial significant effect (ES = 0.15 [95% CI 0.03 to 0.26]) favoring failure training in resistance-trained individuals. It should be noted that one study employing trained subjects found a negative effect of failure training on hypertrophy (173), but did not meet a priori inclusion criteria because it incorporated an interval training component. Moreover, another study in trained subjects that found similar hypertrophic outcomes was published after publication of the meta-analysis (174). The inclusion of these studies would likely have negated any beneficial effects of failure training on muscle mass.

A subsequent meta-analysis by Vieira et al. (175) found that training to failure promoted greater increases in muscle mass compared to non-failure protocols, with a relatively large magnitude of effect (ES = 0.75 [95% CI 0.22 to 1.28]). Discrepancies in the findings between the two meta-analyses can be attributed, at least in part, to differences in study inclusion; the study by Grgic et al. (172) included data from 7 studies whereas the study of Vieira et al. (175) included only 4 studies. Moreover, the latter meta-analysis considered studies that used concurrent training programs (i.e., combined RT and aerobic endurance training), whereas Grgic et al. (172) included only studies that utilized isolated RT programs while controlling for other forms of physical activity. Indeed, there was evidence of reasonable between study heterogeneity (I² = 63.8%) reported by Vieira et al. (175), though heterogeneity was not reported by Grgic et al. (172) for comparison. There also appear to be differences in statistical approaches between studies, although the specifics are difficult to determine based on the stated methods in Vieira et al. (175).

Gaps in the Literature

Research to date has exclusively employed multi-set designs where one group trains to failure in every set while the other group does not train to failure. Training to failure over multiple sets tends to compromise volume load (172), which in turn may impair hypertrophic adaptations. Moreover, some evidence indicates that continually training to failure across multiple sets induces markers of overtraining (176), which in turn may negatively impact muscle-building capacity; although it should be noted that with respect to RT, no marker other than sustained performance decreases have been established as reliable indicators of overtraining (177). Importantly, failure training does not have to be a binary choice. Rather, a more appropriate application seemingly would be to employ the strategy selectively on a given number of sets or across training cycles. Future research should seek to compare set end points under different ecologically valid configurations for better insight into practical application.

Some researchers have speculated that training to failure becomes more important when using lower-load and lower volume protocols. This theory is based on the premise that training closer to the set end point is necessary when using lower loads to recruit high-threshold motor units associated with type II muscle fibers (178), which have been suggested to have the greatest hypertrophic potential (179).
Research on the topic remains scant. Lasevicius et al. (180) found that a higher degree of effort was required to promote a robust hypertrophic response when training at 30% versus 80% 1RM. However, the lower load condition stopped far short of failure compared to the higher load condition, calling into question whether training to failure was necessary to maximize adaptations or if a RIR >0 would have produced similar results. Recovery from training to failure also seems to be affected by the load utilized, with faster recovery from using heavier vs lighter loads (177). Further study is needed to provide greater clarity on the topic.

The type of exercise is another important consideration when deciding set end point prescriptions. For example, compound, free-weight movements such as deadlifts and bent rows are more technically demanding and engage more total muscle mass than single-joint exercises, which may negatively influence recovery (181). Persistent, long-term use of failure training with these types of exercises may thus predispose individuals to overtraining. Alternatively, single-joint exercises and many machine-based movements tend to be less taxing; thus, individuals conceivably can tolerate higher intensities of effort with their use. The validity of this hypothesis and how it might influence muscular adaptations remains uncertain. Furthermore, with compound free-weight movements such as the barbell bench press, back squat and step-up exercises, safety precautions become particularly important when training to failure due to the position of the load and the potential loss of balance with fatigue.

Age should also be considered when prescribing set end points. Evidence indicates that recovery capacity tends to decline with advancing age, necessitating a longer recuperative period after a RT bout (182). Given that failure training negatively impacts recovery (183), its implementation in training programs conceivably could have a greater detrimental effect on older athletes. However, the effects of failure training in this population lacks direct study, limiting the ability to draw objective conclusions on the topic.

Proximity to failure has primarily been considered in a binary fashion (to failure, or not to failure). As such, it is unclear what the exact nature of the dose response relationship between proximity to failure and hypertrophic adaptation is. It seems unlikely to be a purely linear function, nor indeed a threshold-based step function. Some studies using velocity loss-based approaches to determine proximities to failure have begun to explore varying proximities and suggest that training closer to failure may optimize muscle development (184,185). However, more research is required with fine-grained consideration of proximity to failure as a continuous variable to fully elucidate the dose-response relationship with hypertrophy.

Finally, the term “momentary failure” lacks a consensus definition. Though we have noted the definitions of Steele et al. (165) above, some researchers consider failure as the point where technique breaks down in an effort to complete a lift, others define it as the point where an individual volitionally feels they cannot perform another repetition, and yet others characterize it as the inability to physically overcome the demands of the load, thus causing an involuntary end to the set (165). These diverse definitions, their varied application in studies, and the poor reporting regarding how failure was operationally defined in studies, make it difficult to draw strong conclusions from research investigating the effect of set end point on muscle hypertrophy.

Novice lifters can achieve robust gains in muscle mass without training at a close proximity to failure. As an individual gains training experience, the need to increase intensity of effort appears to become increasingly important. Although speculative, highly trained lifters (e.g., competitive bodybuilders) may benefit from taking some sets to momentary muscular failure. In such cases, its use should be employed somewhat conservatively, perhaps limiting application to the last set of a given exercise. Moreover, confining the use of failure training primarily to single-joint movements and machine-based exercises may help to manage the stimulus-fatigue ratio and thus reduce potential negative consequences on recuperation. Older athletes should employ failure training more sparingly to allow for adequate recovery. Periodizing failure training may be a viable option, whereby very high levels of effort are employed liberally prior to a peaking phase, and then followed by a tapering phase involving reduced levels of effort.

Advanced Training Methods

A variety of advanced training methods have been proposed to enhance RT-induced hypertrophy. The following section discusses the current evidence of the topic and their practical implications for program design.
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Overview

The use of advanced training methods (also referred to as advanced overload techniques) refers to specialized techniques in RT that are intended to enhance hypertrophic adaptations by exaggerating the mechanisms by which muscle growth occurs. The techniques themselves include forced repetitions, drop-sets, pre-/post-exhaustion\(^1\), supersets, and heavy negatives, among others. Anecdotally, bodybuilders have advocated these methods for increasing intensity of effort and/or volume within a workout. Indeed, a recent survey of training practices by competitive bodybuilders reported that 83% of respondents frequently used advanced training methods (80). Further, recent evidence has suggested that training to failure (e.g., to a high intensity of effort) might be beneficial for advanced trainees (greater than ~1 to 2 years consistent RT experience) to optimize hypertrophic adaptations (172). As such, it seems prudent to devote a section of this position stand to the body of research exploring the influence of advanced training methods on muscle development.

Evidence from the Literature

A substantial body of research has investigated the acute response to various advanced training techniques. In considering volume as a driver for muscle hypertrophy; some studies have reported reduced training volume-load for agonist/agonist superset training compared to traditional sets, forced repetitions and pre-exhaustion training (186). Furthermore, pre-exhaustion training has been shown to reduce total volume-load compared to traditional set training (187). In contrast, agonist/antagonist superset training has been shown to result in a greater volume-load compared to traditional set RT (188).

Several studies have investigated the acute hormonal response to advanced training methods. In these studies, forced repetitions and drop set training showed greater post-exercise elevations in growth hormone compared to traditional training (189,190), whereas accentuated eccentric exercise did not (191). However, as previously mentioned, acute systemic elevations do not seem to play much if any role in long-term hypertrophic adaptations (130), making these findings of questionable relevance.

\(^1\)Pre-/post- exhaustion is built upon the premise that there is a “weak link” in multi-joint exercises, i.e., that larger, supposedly stronger muscles receive limited stimulus because the smaller, supposedly weaker muscles fatigue first.
showed significant but similar increases for pre-exhaustion training. After 9-weeks, muscle thickness increased using 50% 1RM performed after 30 seconds rest). Data analysis revealed significant increases in muscle cross-sectional area during the initial 6 weeks of training. However, muscle size changes for the successive 4 weeks were not statistically significant between traditional strength training and drop-set training interventions. In support, other research has reported no statistical differences between traditional and drop-set training over 12 weeks for changes in muscle size (197). A further study adopted a unilateral, within-participant design comparing a single heavy set (80% 1RM) with multiple drop-sets descending to a lighter load (30% 1RM), to heavier (80% 1RM) and lighter- (30% 1RM) load traditional training conditions. Following 8-weeks of training for 2-3 days/week, muscle thickness measurements of the biceps brachii using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed no statistical between group differences (198). Somewhat in contrast to these findings, Fink et al. (199) compared training with 3 traditional sets of 12RM triceps press downs to a single set with drop sets and reported greater acute muscle swelling (measured by ultrasound), fatigue (decrement in maximal voluntary contraction) and rating of perceived exertion for a drop-set compared to traditional set protocol. When training was continued 2 x/week for 6-weeks, chronic adaptations in muscle size measured by MRI showed no significant between-group differences, although ES modestly favored the drop-set training group (0.47 versus 0.25 for drop-set and traditional set, respectively).

In assessment of pre-exhaustion training, Trindade et al. (200), randomized untrained, but recreationally active, male participants into 3 groups (pre-exhaustion, traditional training, and a non-training control group). The traditional training group performed 3 sets of 45° leg press at 75% 1RM, while the pre-exhaustion group preceded the leg press exercise (<10seconds) with a set to failure at 20% 1RM using a knee extension exercise. After 9-weeks, muscle thickness measurements using ultrasound at the vastus lateralis, vastus medialis, and rectus femoris showed significant but similar increases for pre-exhaustion and traditional training methods. It is worth noting that pre-exhaustion using an initial load of 20% 1RM performed to momentary failure is not a typical load for pre-exhaustion training and would likely induce significant discomfort (201) and fatigue (202). As such, and likely as a result of this fatigue from the knee extension exercise, total training volume was significantly lower for the pre-exhaustion group compared to the traditional training group for the final 4 weeks of the intervention. In a study comparing agonist/agonist superset training to traditional training, Merrigan et al. (203) recruited recreationally active female participants to a 12-week lower body program performing the back squat and leg press exercises. In the superset condition, the leg press was performed immediately after the back squat with no rest, and then a subsequent 140-150sec rest was permitted between supersets. In the traditional training condition, participants had a 60sec rest between sets and exercises. Both groups showed significant increases in thigh muscle thickness and cross-sectional area measured by ultrasound, with no significant between-group differences. A more recent study compared agonist/antagonist superset RT to traditional RT (204). Following an 8-week intervention using banded standing biceps curls and overhead triceps extensions (~50-60% 1RM), muscle thickness significantly increased in both the biceps (13.2% and 12.9%), and triceps (9.5% and 4.8%) for traditional and superset groups, respectively, with no significant between-group differences noted.

Heavy eccentric training appears to have a greater body of research as to its practical application for eliciting muscular adaptations. Early research considered concentric-only vs. eccentric-only training using isokinetic devices. For example, Higbie et al. (205) compared changes in muscle cross-sectional area (as measured by MRI) between concentric-only and eccentric-only isokinetic training of the quadriceps; the authors reported significantly greater increases for eccentric compared to concentric training. In support of this finding, Farthing et al. (206) reported significantly greater increases in biceps brachii hypertrophy following faster (180°/sec) compared to slower (30°/sec) eccentric actions, as well as eccentric-only compared to concentric-only, isokinetic RT.

Other research has compared isokinetic- to isoinertial- training. Horwarth et al. (207) compared resistance trained ice-hockey players performing heavy squats and explosive jump squats using either isoinertial or isokinetic resistance methods. The
authors stated the isokinetic group incorporated eccentric overload; however, by the very nature of isokinetic technology, all eccentric components are eccentrically overloaded if resisted maximally (i.e., the movement arm is computer controlled and so the participant is essentially performing an intended concentric muscle action in attempt to resist the movement arm). The authors reported significantly greater increases in muscle cross sectional area for the vastus intermedius and the rectus femoris in favor of the isokinetic group. However, both groups showed significant and similar increases in muscle thickness in the vastus medialis and lateralis muscles.

In the 1970s, Arthur Jones developed a line of isoinertial upper body resistance machines called the Nautilus Super Omni. These resistance machines allowed the user to perform (or assist with) the concentric phase of an exercise via a foot pedal and leg press mechanism. In turn, following the release of the foot pedal, this permitted the performance of the eccentric component of the exercise using a heavier load than could have been lifted traditionally (208). More recently, eccentric overload has been reimagined in commercial environments by the development of X-Force resistance machines, released in 2009. These devices achieve an eccentric overload by tilting the weight stack through 45° for the concentric phase, and then rotating the weight stack back to vertical for the eccentric phase. The manufacturers claim that this achieves a 40% increase in load for the eccentric muscle action (208). Despite these commercial developments, no empirical research exists supporting the efficacy of these devices. However, Walker et al. (209) did explore the use of eccentric overload employing isoinertial resistance by using custom weight releasers for a leg press exercise, and the manual addition and removal of a weight plate for a knee extension exercise, in well-trained men. Following a 10-week intervention comparing traditional and eccentric overload RT, the authors reported significant increases in quadriceps cross sectional area but no significant between-group differences.

Another, more pragmatic approach to eccentric overload training is the use of flywheel technology. A maximal velocity concentric muscle action serves to unravel a cord putting the mass of a flywheel in rotation, as the cord reaches its end so the flywheel continues, re-wrapping the cord and providing accentuated resistance during the eccentric phase of the movement (210). Norrbrand et al. (211) compared knee extension exercise using a traditional selectorized machine to that of a flywheel knee extension machine. Following 5 weeks of training the authors reported statistically significant increases in quadriceps muscle volume for both groups, with no significant differences between groups. However, the authors also reported that the relative change in quadriceps volume was greater for the flywheel group compared to the traditional group (6.2% vs. 3.0%, respectively). Furthermore, the flywheel group displayed a significant increase in muscle volume for all four quadriceps muscles, whereas in the traditional group only the rectus femoris showed a significant increase. Another study compared muscular adaptations following 6 weeks of traditional leg press exercise to flywheel training using 4 sets of 7 maximal repetitions for both groups (212). Ultrasound of the vastus lateralis muscle at proximal (25%), mid (50%) and distal (75%) lengths of the femur revealed significant increases in muscle thickness for both groups. However, the authors also reported significantly greater increases in muscle thickness for the flywheel group at mid and distal measurements. Most recently, an 8-week intervention using a within-participant unilateral design (where one leg used traditional training methods, and the other used a flywheel training device) revealed significant but similar increases in hypertrophy for the muscles of the quadriceps: vastus lateralis = 10% vs. 11%, vastus medialis = 6% vs. 8%, vastus intermedius = 5% vs. 5%, and rectus femoris 17% vs. 17%, for traditional vs. flywheel groups, respectively (213).

Since advanced techniques are typically used to enhance intensity of effort, reviewing the literature is confounded by the lack of technical definitions of reaching momentary failure, in groups that did not use advanced training methods (e.g., volitional fatigue and RM). Furthermore, even chronic intervention studies are limited by their finite time-scale. For example, non-significant differences over a relatively short-term might become apparent over a longer term, or vice versa, where noteworthy between-group differences over short (5 or 6-week) interventions are reduced when training is continued over a longer period (e.g., 8 weeks). This is evidenced in the final 3 studies using flywheel technology for the muscles of the lower body. Small but notable hypertrophic differences were identified in the quadriceps in favor of the flywheel groups over 5- and 6-week interventions (211,212). However, no statistical differences were identifiable during an 8-week intervention (213). These results suggest that there may be a benefit of incorporating short training blocks during which a given advanced training method is utilized. Furthermore, since advanced
RT methods are intended to increase intensity of effort/training volume and as such might present a greater stress response to the body in both fatigue and blood-based markers (189,199), we might consider the regularity and duration by which they can be used before overreaching or overtraining occurs.

**Gaps in the Literature**

At present, the body of literature has multiple studies with consistent results for both drop-set and eccentric overload advanced training methods. However, limited research has considered pre-exhaustion and superset training methods, and to-date there is a paucity of research considering post-exhaustion training. Furthermore, there is a dearth of literature considering more traditional whole-body training routines utilizing forced repetitions, which arguably represents the most commonly used advanced training method. Finally, a paucity of research has considered subjective and perceptual responses to advanced training methods. This research might provide insights about effort and discomfort, as well as enjoyment or stagnation, over prolonged periods with different advanced training methods—variables that might be related to overreaching/overtraining.

**Consensus Recommendations**

The present body of literature does not empirically support the use of advanced training methods for enhancing hypertrophic adaptations. Although there is evidence to support the necessity for eccentric muscle actions within RT programs, it is unclear as to whether hypertrophy can be enhanced by performing eccentric overload. Without specialized equipment this represents perhaps the least pragmatic of training approaches, although where equipment is available, we suggest its occasional use as a novel stimulus. The majority of studies identified and discussed herein show no discernible difference in hypertrophic response when comparing advanced training methods (drop-set, pre-exhaustion, and superset training) with traditional training.

Limitations in the body of research have been identified and discussed, and no detrimental effects are apparent from the use of advanced training methods (e.g., in no study did the group performing advanced training methods attain lesser adaptations than traditional training conditions). As such, and since advanced training methods are implemented to enhance intensity of effort, these methods might be employed infrequently for novelty and to attempt to ensure maximal effort has been obtained. Further, the use of drop-set, and potentially superset training might appear to present a more time-efficient approach to increasing muscle hypertrophy compared to traditional training sets and rest intervals (198,199,204). Finally, since advanced trainees might employ very heavy loads for multi-joint movements, pre-exhaustion training may present health and safety benefits over a training career; fatiguing a target muscle with a single joint movement might serve to decrease the necessary load for the ensuing multi-joint movement and, in doing so, reduce the subsequent forces around anatomical joints.

**Concurrent Training**

Many individuals, particularly athletes, participate in multiple modalities of exercise concurrently alongside their RT i.e., aerobic/endurance training or ‘cardio’ as it is colloquially referred to. For decades since the classic study of Hickson (214), there have been concerns over the possible ‘interference’ effect that might occur when training different modalities of exercise concurrently. That is to say, when training both modalities concurrently, strength and hypertrophy type adaptations are attenuated. Indeed, evidence from studies of the molecular signaling pathways involved in strength/hypertrophy- and endurance-type adaptations has been offered as an explanation for this interference effect; in essence, the activation of the adenosine monophosphate protein kinase pathway may inhibit the activity of mammalian target of rapamycin and its downstream targets (215-217). However, despite early work demonstrating this effect, and the plausibility of molecular explanations for it, equivocal longitudinal findings have emerged, with some studies corroborating the theory, some not, and indeed some demonstrating enhanced adaptation, leading to further exploration of the nature of the original ‘interference’ effect (218).

With respect to hypertrophy, an early narrative review by Fisher et al. (219) argued that evidence did not support the contention that adaptation was attenuated because of concurrent training. However, the first meta-analysis of this topic from Wilson et al. (220) suggested that there was indeed evidence of an ‘interference’ effect. Using an unweighted combination of within condition effects (i.e., pre-post delta) across study groups, they reported an average ES (standardized by pre-test standard deviations and adjusted for sample size) of 1.23 [95% CI 0.92 to 1.53] for RT alone, 0.85 [95% CI 0.57 to 1.2] for concurrent training, and 0.27 [95% CI -0.53 to 0.6] for endurance training alone. They also reported that moderation analysis suggested modality of endur-
ancer training impacted hypertrophy; concurrent training with running, but not cycling, significantly attenuated lower body hypertrophy changes. Further, greater frequencies and durations of endurance training resulted in greater reductions in hypertrophic adaptation during concurrent training.

Prior to this meta-analysis, it had been speculated that any ‘interference’ effect may in fact stem from ‘overtraining’ due to the additional volume of training concurrent modalities exceeding the adaptive responses of a given physiological system (221,222). However, it has been suggested this is an oversimplification and that in fact the overlap of the intensity of effort of either training modality within a ‘zone of interference’ may be the culprit. More recently, alongside further considerations of the exact nature of the concurrent training programs design, others have discussed possible participant level characteristics (e.g., training status, sex, nutritional practices) or other methodological factors (e.g., measurement approaches used for outcomes) that might also explain some of the heterogeneity across studies.

Despite the historical variation in findings of individual concurrent training studies, and the contrasting conclusions of earlier reviews and meta-analyses, a recent updated systematic review and meta-analysis offers insight into the existence, or lack thereof, for an ‘interference’ effect. Schumann et al. (223) identified 15 studies that employed concurrent aerobic and RT (including 201 participants) and RT alone (including 188 participants). Their overall random effects model found a standardized between condition treatment effect of -0.01 [95% CI -0.16 to 0.18] suggesting no more than a trivial difference at best. Further, sub-group analyses of possible moderators (intervention training volume, training status of participants, and whether training was on the same or different days) did not reveal any between condition effects. In fact, this was likely due to fact that heterogeneity was essentially absent from their analysis ($Q_{(14)} = 4.687$, $p = 0.990$, $\tau^2 = 0.000$, $I^2 = 0.00\%$) and thus there was no between-study variance to explain due to such methodological factors. Given this finding, it seems likely that variation in ES across studies likely can be attributed to sampling variation and thus potentially individual participant level characteristics more so than other study level characteristics. That being said, comparison between conditions of the variation in treatment effects revealed little difference between either concurrent or single modality training (Log variability ratio = 0.04 [95% CI -0.12 to 0.21], $Q_{(14)} = 14.501$, $p = 0.4131$, $\tau^2 = 0.000$, $I^2 = 0.73\%$).

Consensus Recommendations

Current evidence does not seem to support a concurrent training ‘interference’ effect for hypertrophy at least within the relatively moderate volumes studied, although the somewhat limited extent of research on the topic precludes our ability to draw strong conclusions. From a practical perspective, assuming that training volumes are not overly excessive, trainees can likely engage in aerobic/endurance type (‘cardio’) training alongside their RT without detriment to their adaptive response. However, given that individual characteristics are likely the primary source of variation in outcomes, future research should seek to better characterize the true inter-individual response variation to concurrent training and explore possible participant level moderators or mediators of this using appropriate study designs (224,225). Given the relative uncertainty of evidence on the topic, it would seem prudent to schedule aerobic and resistance bouts at least several hours apart or, perhaps even better, perform them on separate days to minimize any potential detrimental effects on hypertrophy (220). If this is infeasible, then we recommend performing RT prior to cardio as this may help to reduce the risk for interference (226,227).

Planning/Periodization for Program Design

Periodization is the study of improving long-term performance in athletes. As suggested by its name, periodization involves organizing training into periods which differ by stimuli and subsequently, intended adaptations. Periods are designed to potentiate successively, ostensibly enhancing performance (228,229). Hypertrophy is typically the goal of one of these periods, with the hope that increased contractile tissue mass will contribute to future gains in strength and power (228). Viewing hypertrophy as one of many mesocycles in a macrocycle, two relevant questions arise as discussed earlier: 1) “how much transference is there from hypertrophy to strength and power?” and; 2) “how should variables be manipulated within a hypertrophy mesocycle to maximize increases in contractile tissue?” However, these are distinct questions from: “should hypertrophy training itself be periodized when the only goal is maximizing muscle mass?”

As discussed recently by Fisher and Csapo (230), there is debate regarding the assumptions underlying periodization theory (231,232), and whether existing research indicates periodization is effective (233), or simply that specific training close to testing is effective (234). Further, some authors note that...
while training variation is associated with fewer performance plateaus and occurrences of illness and injury (235), periodization and variation are not synonymous (236). Periodization is planned variation, but data showing the superiority of periodization compare it to non-periodized training without variation, but not non-periodized training with variation (236,237). Further, by some definitions, successful periodization results in improved performance at predetermined times and thus requires forecasting the time course of adaptations, the accuracy of which has not been tested (237).

While these debates continue, they can be side-stepped by adopting a simple definition of periodization as proposed by Buford et al. (238): “Periodization is the planned manipulation of training variables in order to maximize training adaptations and to prevent the onset of overtraining syndrome”, and applying it specifically to periodization solely for hypertrophy. Without needing to peak at a specific time, there is no requirement to forecast future adaptation or performance. Likewise, there is no need to question if prior adaptations potentiate future ones when the only intended adaptation is hypertrophy. The focus instead shifts to how to plan variations in stimuli, specifically for hypertrophy, which allow for faster muscle mass accrual while avoiding overtraining. Alternatively, certain sports may require that hypertrophy cycles are programmed with respect to a given season or competition, perhaps specific to other outcomes (e.g., strength, power, etc.). These considerations must be taken into account when applying the recommendations discussed herein.

As previously mentioned, hypertrophy seems primarily influenced by the volume of work performed at a sufficient effort (105), occurring somewhat independent of repetition range and load (239). However, despite similar gross outcomes, the stresses and fatigue experienced may differ when training across the load-spectrum. For example, low-load training consisting of three sets of squats, bench presses, and lat pulldowns at 25-30RM resulted in greater perceived exertion and discomfort in trained men compared to 8-12RM (101). On the other end of the load-spectrum, Keogh and Winwood (240) reported higher injury rates in powerlifting (1-5.8 injuries/1000 hours) than bodybuilding (0.24-1 injuries/1000 hours), providing indirect evidence that consistent high-load training may result in elevated injury risk. Further, training in different loading zones may produce distinct adaptations relevant to maximizing hypertrophy. As discussed earlier, some researchers hypothesize that training at different ends of the load-spectrum could induce similar gross hypertrophy, but composed predominantly of type I or type II fiber growth when performing low-load high-repetition, or high-load low-repetition training, respectively (241). While this area of research is currently inconclusive (91), as previously mentioned, there is evidence that training in different loading zones may stimulate hypertrophy via distinct mechanisms (85, 86).

To this point, arguably the most relevant studies are those examining the chronic effects of training variation across the load-spectrum on hypertrophy. As noted in a recent review, competitive bodybuilders whose principal goal is increasing muscle mass organize their training phasically, with phases delineated by emphasis on loading zones, as well as varying in volume and exercise selection (242). However, neither a 2016 (243) nor a 2017 (244) meta-analysis reported significant differences in hypertrophy when comparing traditional (i.e., “linear”) to undulating periodization. Further, authors of a recent systematic review (245) concluded similar hypertrophic effects could be achieved using both non-periodized or periodized training. While these conclusions conflict with the practices of bodybuilders, they are limited due to the short length of the included studies, the minority of which examine resistance-trained participants and directly assess hypertrophy. Perhaps most relevant, these conclusions are based on studies comparing protocols designed to maximize performance that happen to include measurements of hypertrophy, rather than comparisons of training protocols designed to maximize hypertrophy (246). These limitations preclude the ability to draw strong conclusions, requiring an examination of research comparing protocols specifically intended to enhance hypertrophy.

A number of studies generally favor training across a broader spectrum of loading zones compared to a narrower repetition range traditionally associated with hypertrophy (e.g. 8-12). For example, while significant between-group differences were not reported in either case, both Schoenfeld et al. (247) and Dos Santos et al. (88) reported larger hypertrophy ES in groups training in the 2-30 and 5-15 repetition ranges, respectively, compared to groups training exclusively in the 8-12 repetition range. Additionally, a recent study observed significantly greater increases in quadriceps muscle thickness in a group that trained in the 1-3RM range for three weeks interspersed between an initial 3-week period, and a subsequent 5-week period of 8-12RM training, compared to a group that trained exclusively in the
8-12RM range for the full 11 weeks (90). Ensuring training occurs across a broad load-spectrum may be more relevant than specifically how such training is organized. Specifically, Antretter et al. (248) reported thigh cross-sectional area increases that were not statistically different between groups that either trained across the spectrum of 4-25 repetitions in each session, or with a different repetition target within this range week-to-week.

**CONSENSUS RECOMMENDATIONS**

There is no clear consensus whether or how training for hypertrophy should be periodized. However, since specific loading zones produce different mechanical and perceptual stresses, possibly different stimuli, and since data generally favor training across a broader spectrum of loading zones, some form of periodization may be advisable, but is not strictly necessary. To illustrate, one could train in low, moderate, and high loading zones all in the same session, which would not technically be a periodized approach by some definitions. However, this approach could be undertaken in a more comprehensive manner, pairing more technically complex, energetically demanding, free-weight multi-joint exercises with low to moderate repetition ranges, followed by moderate to high-repetition sets using single-joint or machine-based exercises to balance recovery, stress, and performance. If such training occurred in every session, it technically would not be periodized. However, if it was interspersed with lower volume and load recovery periods (i.e., deloads) as needed, it would likely be viable (and arguably would then contain some elements of periodization). Likewise, one could periodize training in different loading zones into mesocycles (i.e., block periodization), alternating blocks emphasizing other loading zones when stagnation occurred. Similarly, loading zone specific training could be organized into a weekly or daily undulating model, or elements of multiple models could be combined.

Ultimately, independent of specific organization, hypertrophy may be optimized as long as the stresses imposed can be ameliorated by a shift in training emphasis, or a recovery period, and different loading zones are utilized. Importantly, this section focused on variety in loading zones more than exercise selection, due to the small number of studies on this topic. However, the existing data indicate a measure of variety in exercise selection may result in more uniform muscle growth (151, 152), making it another potential variable to periodize. Other variables conceivably can be periodized as well, although the specifics of such practices lack controlled study. As a final note, the conclusions of this section are not firm due to the limited available data on periodization for hypertrophy; we encourage future research on this topic to help better guide program prescription.

**SUMMARY OF CONSENSUS RECOMMENDATIONS**

Table 1 provides a condensed summary of consensus recommendations outlining the key variables: Load, Volume, Frequency, Rest interval, Exercise selection and Set end point.
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Table 1. Summary of Consensus Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>CONSENSUS RECOMMENDATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOAD</td>
<td>• Individuals can achieve comparable muscle hypertrophy across a wide spectrum of loading zones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• There may be a practical benefit to prioritizing the use of moderate loads for the majority of sets in a hypertrophy-oriented training program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Preliminary evidence suggests a potential hypertrophic benefit to employing a combination of loading ranges. This can be accomplished through a variety of approaches, including varying repetition ranges within a session from set to set, or by implementing periodization strategies with specific ‘blocks’ devoted to training across different loading schemes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLUME</td>
<td>• A dose of approximately 10 sets per muscle per week would seem to be a general minimum prescription to optimize hypertrophy, although some individuals may demonstrate a substantial hypertrophic response on somewhat lower volumes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evidence indicates potential hypertrophic benefits to higher volumes, which may be of particular relevance to underdeveloped muscle groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Although empirical evidence is lacking, there may be a benefit to periodizing volume to increase systematically over a training cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It may be prudent to limit incremental increases in the number of sets for a given muscle group to 20% of an athlete’s previous volume during a given training cycle (~4 weeks) and then readjust accordingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQUENCY</td>
<td>• Significant hypertrophy can be achieved when training a muscle group as infrequently as once per week in lower to moderate volume protocols; there does not seem to be a hypertrophic benefit to greater weekly per-muscle training frequencies provided set volume is equated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It may be advantageous to spread out volume over more frequent sessions when performing higher volume programs. A general recommendation would be to cap per-session volume at ~10 sets per muscle and, when applicable, increase weekly frequency to distribute additional volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REST INTERVAL</td>
<td>• As a general rule, rest periods should last at least 2 minutes when performing multi-joint exercises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Shorter rest periods (60-90 secs) can be employed for single-joint and certain machine-based exercises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXERCISE SELECTION</td>
<td>• Hypertrophy-oriented RT programs should include a variety of exercises that work muscles in different planes and angles of pull to ensure complete stimulation of the musculature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Programming should employ a combination of multi- and single-joint exercises to maximize whole muscle development. Where applicable, focus on employing exercises that work muscles at long lengths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Free-weight exercises with complex movement patterns should be performed regularly to reinforce motor skills. Alternatively, less complex exercises can be rotated more liberally for variety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Attention must be given to applied anatomical and biomechanical considerations so that exercise selection is not simply a collection of diverse exercises, but rather a cohesive, integrated strategy designed to target the entire musculature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SET END POINT</td>
<td>• Novice lifters can achieve robust gains in muscle mass without training at a close proximity to failure. As an individual gains training experience, the need to increase intensity of effort appears to become increasingly important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Highly trained lifters may benefit from taking some sets to momentary muscular failure. In such cases, its use should be employed somewhat conservatively, perhaps limiting application to the last set of a given exercise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Confining the use of failure training primarily to single-joint movements and machine-based exercises may help to manage the stimulus-fatigue ratio and thus reduce potential negative consequences on recuperation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Older athletes should employ failure training more sparingly to allow for adequate recovery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Periodizing failure training may be a viable option, whereby very high levels of effort are employed liberally prior to a peaking phase, and then followed by a tapering phase involving reduced levels of effort.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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